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“SETTING THE VISION AND STRATEGY FOR THE NEXT DECADE”

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS
Defense Industrial Base

PARTNERSHIP

The Defense Industrial Base (DIB) is one of 18 National critical infrastructure and key resource (CIKR) Sectors and includes hundreds of thousands of domestic and foreign entities and subcontractors that perform work for the Department of Defense (DoD) and other Federal departments and agencies. These firms research, develop, design, produce, deliver and maintain military weapons systems, subsystems, components or parts. Defense-related products and services provided by the DIB Sector equip, inform, mobilize, deploy and sustain forces conducting military operations worldwide. As the Sector-Specific Agency, DoD leads a collaborative, coordinated effort to identify, assess and improve risk management of critical infrastructure within the sector. Members of defense industry associations and DIB private sector critical infrastructure owners and operators form the DIB Sector Coordinating Council (SCC).

VISION

The DIB Sector partnership engages in collaborative risk management activities to eliminate or mitigate unacceptable levels of risk to physical, human and cyber infrastructures, systems and networks, thus ensuring DoD continues to fulfill its mission. DIB activities support national security objectives, public health and safety and public confidence.

GOALS

The following sector goals provide the basis for ongoing risk management activities:

- **Sector Risk Management:** Use an all-hazards approach to manage the risk-related dependency on critical DIB assets
- **Collaboration, Information Sharing and Training:** Improve collaboration in a shared knowledge environment in the context of statutory, regulatory, proprietary and other pertinent information-sharing constraints and guidance
- **Personnel Security:** Mitigate the risk created by personnel with unescorted physical or logical access to critical DIB assets in conformance with pertinent industry best practices, including regulatory and statutory requirements
- **Physical Security:** Manage the risk created by threats to and vulnerabilities of critical DIB physical assets
- **Information Security (Cyber Security/Information Assurance):** Manage risk to information that identifies or describes characteristics or capabilities of DIB CIKR, or that by its nature would represent a high risk/high impact to the CIKR or DIB assets

DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL BASE GOVERNMENT COORDINATING COUNCIL

The Government Coordinating Council (GCC) is Co-chaired by the DIB Sector Specific Agency (SSA), the U.S. Department of Defense, along with the Department of Homeland Security. These agencies were selected as part of the National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP) as the most highly qualified to protect the CIKR critical to the Nation’s defense. The GCC membership also includes leadership from the Departments of:

- State
- Treasury
- Justice
- Defense
- Commerce
- Energy
- Homeland Security

SECTOR COORDINATING COUNCIL COMPANIES/ORGANIZATIONS

- AAI Corporation
- Aerospace Industries Association (AIA)
- Aerojet
- Alliant Techsystems
- American Society for Industrial Security (ASIS) International
- BAE Systems
- Ball Aerospace and Technologies Inc
- Boeing Company
SELECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Sector partners continue to maintain and enhance the protective posture of the DIB Sector. Some of the sector’s accomplishments over the past year include the following:

- Developed an annual Joint Business Plan (JBP) that focused collaborative efforts to increase DIB Sector resiliency
- Government and Industry representatives established a joint working group to review the DIB criticality process
- Established a DIB network that enabled the electronic communication of classified voice and data information between DoD and participating DIB partners
- Improved processes and expansion plans for the DIB Cyber Security/Information Assurance program and significantly increased defense industry Defense Security Information Exchange (DSIE) membership; UK government and industry officials joined the DSIE
- Deployed a DIB Sector emergency communication notification system
- Improved information sharing by deploying the HSIN DIB SCC portal
- A concise DIB Sector physical security self-assessment tool designed for small and medium size companies was made available on the HSIN DIB portal

KEY INITIATIVES

DoD collaborates with DIB asset owners and operators to develop plans to implement protection recommendations based on the results of risk assessments. Owners and operators make risk-reduction decisions, but DoD strives to facilitate informed decision-making by encouraging information sharing and making decision-support tools available.

Key initiatives within the sector include the following:

- Developing, coordinating and approving the annual listing of DIB critical infrastructure and notifying asset owners and operators of changes in criticality
- Examining and improving the DIB Sector criticality determination and prioritization process
- Establishing and employing business continuity plans for critical infrastructure owner and operator assets

PATH FORWARD

Numerous steps will be taken as the DIB Sector moves forward in securing its resources, including the following:

- Update the JBP among the government and private sector partners, focused on achieving measurable, identifiable results
- Further cooperate with its partners and with sectors that are of critical importance to the DIB Sector, with a focus on interdependencies
- Participate in other related national sector GCCs and working groups
- Partnership for Critical Infrastructure Security and other sector SCCs; and in the State, Local, Tribal, and Territorial Government Coordinating Council and regional working groups;
- Reevaluate sector risk-mitigation activities and metrics to incorporate the results of the joint business plan
- Resolve the issue to “validate” credentials for granting non-employee vendor access to critical facilities in real-time
- Reduce the number of redundant assessments and better coordinate facility site visits by DoD and DHS
- Collaboratively improve critical asset criteria and the determination and prioritization processes
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
JUNE 2010

The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), the Sector-Specific Agency (SSA) responsible for the Defense Industrial Base (DIB) Sector, and members of the Government Coordinating Council (GCC) and Sector Coordinating Council (SCC) produced the 2010 Defense Industrial Base Sector Annual Report. The report provides progress of the DIB Sector’s critical infrastructure and key resource (CIKR) protection and resilience efforts through its 16 risk mitigation activities and fulfills the requirement outlined in Homeland Security Presidential Directive 7 to provide the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) with the annual report. The report follows the 2010 Sector CIKR Protection Annual Report Guidance issued by DHS.

The DIB Sector is the worldwide industrial complex that enables research and development (R&D), as well as the design, production, delivery and maintenance of military weapons systems, subsystems and components or parts to meet U.S. military requirements. The DIB partnership consists of the DoD and DIB companies that prioritize and coordinate protection and resilience of DIB CIKR.

The DIB faces a growing number of threats and challenges from a wide array of State and non-State actors, including countries operating outside of international norms, criminal organizations, international and “home grown” terrorists and malicious cyber actors. These adversaries may employ creative new approaches to include radicalized or criminal surrogates, manipulating the global economy and information environment, and impeding access to global commodities and supply chains to gain advantage over the U.S. military, allied militaries and supporting industries. A host of primary national security strategy and policy documents, including the 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review Report, reinforce this notion. The most pressing and important risk the sector faces is the cyber threat.

There are five DIB Sector goals and supporting objectives:

• **Goal 1: Sector Risk Management.** Use an all-hazards approach to manage the risk related to dependency on critical DIB assets

• **Goal 2: Collaboration, Information Sharing and Training.** Improve collaboration within a shared knowledge environment set in the context of statutory, regulatory, proprietary and other pertinent information sharing constraints and guidance

• **Goal 3: Personnel Security.** Mitigate the risk created by personnel with unescorted physical or logical access to critical DIB assets in conformance with pertinent industry best practices, including regulatory and statutory requirements

• **Goal 4: Physical Security.** Manage the risk created by threats to and vulnerabilities of critical DIB physical assets

• **Goal 5: Information Security (Cybersecurity/Information Assurance).** Manage risk to information that identifies or describes characteristics or capabilities of a critical DIB asset, or by the nature of the information would represent a substantial risk of adverse impact to the CIKR or the DIB asset

Highlights of progress include a review of prioritized risk mitigation activities of the DIB Sector essential to diminishing the risks and vulnerabilities of the DIB Sector. The 2010 DIB Sector Specific Plan describes in detail 16 risk mitigation activities to improve DIB Sector protection and resilience. Attachment A (not enclosed) describes extensively the risk management activities and performance indicators. The DIB Sector also participates in a number of international activities that it will use and maintain to support DIB sector goals and objectives.

Highlights:

• GCC/SCC and supporting structures (active participation) – meetings/DIB CIP Conference

• 27 awareness visits; 17 assessments

• Began development of standard self assessment tools

• Participation in National Level Exercise 09

• Formed Information Sharing Working Group and identification of baseline information sharing requirements

• Developed an unclassified DIB Network to share information on a DIB pilot company’s cyber incidents with DC3

• Continued expansion of the Defense Security Information Exchange

• Sector nominated 3 companies to participate in the Enduring Security Framework

• Conducted first Sector Performance Review
In 2009, the DIB SCC identified four capability gaps: Protection and Prevention; “Ensure Interoperability with the Homeland Security Information Network and Defense Critical Infrastructure Program Common Operating Picture;” Insider Threat Detection; and Entry and Access Portals – “Facilities Access and Credentialing.” These capability gaps establish priorities for the DIB Sector’s most pressing requirements.

The SSA recognizes the need to develop, manage and coordinate R&D requirements and activities for the DIB Sector. Accordingly, DoD will coordinate with other sectors and academia on the various crosscutting R&D efforts to identify R&D areas beneficial to the DIB Sector and leverage current initiatives underway.

DoD invests in sector protection and resilience programs and activities through a variety of mechanisms. Funding directly targeted at fulfilling DoD’s SSA role is $7.7 million in fiscal year (FY) 2010 and $5.2 million in FY 2011.

Finally, this report describes challenges and a path forward agreed upon by the GCC and the SCC and captured in a one-year, joint Business Plan that is focused on five areas:

- Criticality
- Threat Comprehension
- Assessments
- Dependency Analysis
- Information Sharing

This Business Plan will guide joint activity for a one-year period and will be used to evaluate GCC/SCC progress.
HSIN-DIB: An Infrastructure Protection Tool for the Defense Industrial Base

Protection of the Nation’s Defense Industrial Base (DIB) critical infrastructure (CI) is essential to maintaining a resilient Nation and fulfilling the National Military Strategy. Collaboration between the public and private sector partners is essential to achieving these goals. HSIN-DIB is one of the primary collaboration tools the DIB public and private sector partners use in support of their joint protection and resiliency missions.

What is HSIN-DIB?

The Homeland Security Information Sharing Network for the Defense Industrial Base (HSIN-DIB) is a secure web-based portal which provides vetted Sector members with a gateway to Sensitive But Unclassified (SBU) government and confidential private sector resources for enhancing DIB’s protection and resiliency.

HSIN-DIB Features

DIB Public / Private Partnership Collaboration and Resources

Public / Private partners share planning and situational awareness information using various tools including:

- Document Library
- Announcements
- Webinar Tool
- Open Source News Feeds

DIB Private Sector Collaboration and Resources

HSIN-DIB is the designated information sharing platform for the DIB Sector Coordinating Council (SCC) and its various Standing Committees. The portal has a restricted-access area for SCC and private sector partner collaboration, including:

- CounterIntel, Cybersecurity, Info Sharing, Physical Security and Risk Management planning and situational awareness
- Discussion Forums
- SCC and Standing Committee collaboration, including document sharing, action items, etc.
- Calendar of Events

Cross-Sector Collaboration and Resources

Users have access to a wide range of cross-sector SBU resources because HSIN-DIB is part of HSIN-Critical Sectors (HSIN-CS), the Nation’s primary Critical Infrastructure Protection information sharing platform. Resources include:

- Event-Specific Information: DHS provides situational awareness for current events and emerging threats
- DHS Content Providers: Access to analysis, intelligence and training products and other CI resources
What can HSIN-DIB help you do?

- **Share** sensitive information openly among trusted community members.
- **Access** timely protection and resiliency information from Members, DHS and other Government organizations using the **Document Library**.
- **Engage** in secure discussions and document sharing with vetted sector peer groups using the **Discussion Board**.
- **Host** virtual presentations, live document review and editing, and live chat with other experts in your field using the **Webinar tool**.
- **Stay up-to-date** on emerging threats and incident information through **Alerts and Notifications**.

How to Access HSIN-DIB

To request access to HSIN-DIB, please submit the following information to cikriseaccess@dhs.gov:

- Name
- Organization
- Title / Position
- Work email

For questions or technical assistance regarding access to HSIN, please contact the HSIN Helpdesk at (866) 430-0162 or send an email to HSIN.helpdesk@dhs.gov.

Vetted users can access HSIN-CS and HSIN-DIB at https://cs.hsin.gov
SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES
Introductory Remarks

MG BARRY D. BATES, USA (RET)
Vice President, Operations, NDIA; DIB SCC Chairman

Prior to retirement from the U.S. Army on January 1, 2003, General Bates served as the Commander, 19th Theater Support Command, Eighth U.S. Army, Republic of Korea. In this capacity he was responsible for logistics support and installation management for U.S. Army forces in Korea, as well as for planning wartime logistics to support U.S. Army units deploying to Korea in the event of hostilities.

Previous positions held include Commander, Army and Air Force Exchange Service, Dallas, Texas; G4, Eighth U.S. Army/J4, U.S. Forces Korea / Deputy C4, Combined Forces Command (ROK/ U.S.), Republic of Korea; and Vice Commander, Army and Air Force Exchange Service, Dallas, Texas.

During his 32 years of military experience, General Bates has held a variety of command and staff positions in both the continental United States and overseas, serving multiple tours of duty in a joint command environment. He has held both command and staff positions in supply, maintenance and field services organizations, and in the Army’s Training and Doctrine Command.

General Bates is a graduate of Oklahoma State University with a B.S. degree in Business and holds an M.S. degree in Logistics Management from the Florida Institute of Technology. He is a graduate of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces and has been recognized as a Certified Professional Logistician by the Society of Logistics Engineers.


KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
(In Order of Appearance)

Government Keynote Speaker (DoD)

MR. JOSE MAYORGA
DASD Strategy, Force Planning and Mission Assurance, OASD
HD&ASA

Mr. Jose Mayorga is the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Homeland Defense & Americas’ Security Affairs (Strategy, Force Planning and Mission Assurance). His portfolio encompasses a wide range of responsibilities to include strategy and outreach activities related to information sharing, cyber threat protection, and Department of Defense/Council of Governors initiatives; policy oversight of plans for domestic counterterrorism and counternarcotics activities related to homeland defense and support of civil authorities; and mission assurance policy and activities related to critical infrastructure, defense industrial base and energy grid protection, force protection, and vulnerability assessment. Mr. Mayorga was appointed as DASD on April 25, 2011.

Mr. Mayorga served as the Adjuvant General of the State of Texas and was responsible to the President of the United States for providing ready trained forces on federal missions worldwide and responsible to the Texas Governor for providing ready trained forces in support of state emergencies and operations. Mr. Mayorga served in this capacity from April 2009 to March 2011 and was responsible for approximately 25,000 Army, Air, and State Guard service members and State employees. During his tenure as Adjuvant General, he deployed approximately 5,000 Army and Air Guard service members to Operations Iraqi Freedom, Enduring Freedom and New Dawn; forged a new State Partnership with the Republic of Chile and continued the enduring State Partnership Program relationship with the Czech Republic; conducted the largest humanitarian assistance joint/combined/interagency exercises in the nation in providing over 55,000 medical services to 13,000 uninsured Texas residents along the U.S./Mexico border in 2009 and 2010; manned and supported six Joint Intelligence Operations Centers in support of local, state and federal law enforcement agencies; executed the President’s Southwest Border Mission in deploying 286 service members in support of DHS and Customs and Border Protection; and served on the Adjuvant General’s Association of the United States, Homeland Security Committee.

Mr. Mayorga was the Commanding General of the 36th Infantry Division from August 2007 to April 2009 and was responsible for the training, readiness, health, and welfare of approximately 17,000 soldiers and their families. He was the principal advisor to the Adjutant General on the use of division resources in support of federal missions and state operations. As Commander of the 36th ID, he trained and deployed over 7,000 soldiers to Operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom in addition to deploying over 4,000 soldiers in support of civil authorities during Hurricanes Dolly, Eduard, Gustav, and Ike in 2008 and deploying hundreds more in year-round support for fires, floods, and ice storms.

From September 2005 to August 2007, then Brigadier General Mayorga served as the Deputy Commanding General for U.S. Army South in FT. Sam Houston, Texas. His duties and responsibilities included assisting the Commanding General in prioritizing, planning, and executing over 600 annual operations, exercises, activities and engagements in support of U.S. Southern Command’s Theater Security Cooperation Strategy with Central and South America and Caribbean Partner Nations. These events included construction projects, medical readiness exercises, a 20+ nation joint/combined exercise in the defense of the Panama Canal, peace keeping operations exercises, disaster relief/humanitarian assistance exercises, small unit exchanges, subject matter exchanges, and key leader engagements with Army Commanders and Chiefs/Ministers of Defense. Mr. Mayorga was also responsible for assisting the CG in providing T10 Army Executive Agent support to Joint Task Force Bravo in Honduras, Joint Task Force Guantanamo, Forward Operating Base in Colombia, and the Military Groups in over 30 countries within the area of responsibility.

Prior to his promotion to General Officer in 2005, Mr. Mayorga served four years on active duty as an engineer officer in the US Army and had a 24-year civilian career from with the State oil and gas regulatory agency, the Railroad Commission of Texas, as a Petroleum Engineer, District Director, and Assistant Oil and Gas Division Director wherein he was responsible for oil and...
Mr. Keil holds a Bachelor of Arts in Political Science and Criminal Justice from Ripon College in Ripon, Wisconsin. He has also studied at the University of Bonn in Germany and the American University in Washington, DC. His professional memberships include the Fraternal Order of Police, the American Foreign Service Association and the American Society for Industrial Security.

Mr. Keil is a native of Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, where he attended Wayland Academy.

**Government Keynote Speaker (DHS)**

**MR. TODD M. KEIL**  
*Assistant Secretary, Infrastructure Protection, DHS*

Mr. Todd M. Keil was appointed in December, 2009 by President Barack Obama to serve as the Assistant Secretary for Infrastructure Protection at the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. His office is responsible for protecting the assets of the United States essential to the nation’s security, public health and safety, economic vitality and way of life. These assets, referred to as critical infrastructure and key resources, are divided into 18 separate sectors as diverse as agriculture and food, emergency services and critical manufacturing.

Mr. Keil brings to the national infrastructure protection mission more than 22 years of experience in global security operations and management, intelligence and law enforcement and threat assessment and risk mitigation. His recent experience in private industry includes senior consulting in risk mitigation, executive and facility security and worldwide threat management.

Prior to entering private industry in 2007, Mr. Keil held several key positions at the U.S. Department of State’s Diplomatic Security Service, including Regional Director for Western Hemisphere Affairs, where he championed protection of U.S. government facilities, personnel and national security information. His responsibilities included oversight of criminal investigations, security training and managing risks from terrorist, criminal and intelligence threats at 56 U.S. Embassies and consulates in the Western Hemisphere, including the U.S. Mission to the United Nations.

In Foreign Service positions in Indonesia, Ireland and Austria, Mr. Keil provided a broad range of security and law enforcement management and risk mitigation expertise, while advising U.S. Ambassadors and in primary liaison roles with a wide network of global law enforcement, intelligence and counter-intelligence agencies. From 1994 – 2000, he held a leadership position on the protective detail that provided personal protection for two Secretaries of State.

Mr. Keil’s unique blend of field and high-level management skills and contacts, combined with his expertise in law enforcement, threat and risk assessment and mitigation and applying business best practices to everyday government operations, is an asset to the Department and the mission to protect and build resiliency for the Nation’s highly diverse critical infrastructure and key resources.

SPEAKERS & PANELISTS  
*(In Order of Appearance)*

**Industry Keynote Panel**

**MR. CHARLES KOSAK**  
*Principal Director, Homeland Defense Strategy, Force Planning, & Mission Assurance, OASD HD&ASA*

Mr. Kosak presently serves as the Principal Director for Strategy and Force Planning in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Homeland Defense. He was selected for Senior Executive Service in June 2007.


Mr. Kosak also served as Head of Office for the International Rescue Committee (U.S. NGO) in Mostar, Bosnia and as a Program Officer in Tuzla, Bosnia (9/1993 to 3/1995). Mr. Kosak also served as a Peace Corps Volunteer in the Congo (9/1988 to 1/1991).

His awards include the Secretary of Defense Meritorious Civilian Service Award (2008), the Office of the Secretary of Defense Group Achievement Award (2008), the Department of the Army Award for Superior Civil Service (2002), the Office of the Secretary of Defense Award for Excellence (2001), the Department of the Army Award for Civil Service (1999), the Office of the Secretary of Defense Award for Excellence (1998), and the Office of the Secretary of Defense Joint Meritorious Unit Award (1998).

Mr. Kosak speaks French and Swahili and enjoys running marathons. He lives in Fairfax, Virginia. He holds a Bachelors Degree from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst (Economics and Political Science) as well as master’s degrees from the Graduate Institute of International Studies in Geneva, Switzerland (International Politics and Economics) and the National War College, Washington, D.C. (National Security Studies).
MR. IRWIN F. EDENZON
Corporate Vice President, Huntington Ingalls Industries; President, Ingalls Shipbuilding

Mr. Irwin F. Edenzon is Corporate Vice President of Huntington Ingalls Industries (HII) and President of Ingalls Shipbuilding. Named to this position in 2011, he is responsible for all programs and operations at Ingalls Shipbuilding, including U.S. Navy destroyers, amphibious assault and surface combatant programs, and the U.S. Coast Guard cutter program. He also has responsibility for Continental Maritime, a San Diego shipyard that services and supports U.S. Navy ships stationed on the West Coast, and AMSEC, a full-service provider of engineering, logistics and technical support services. Both Continental Maritime and AMSEC are subsidiaries of HII.

Prior to this position and since 2008, Mr. Edenzon served as sector Vice President and General Manager for Northrop Grumman Shipbuilding-Gulf Coast. Prior to this appointment, Mr. Edenzon served as the Director of Future Carrier Programs and as Senior Vice President of Technology Development and Fleet Support for Northrop Grumman Newport News. Named to this position in 2007, he successfully led efforts to increase Newport News' strategic focus on and execution of fleet maintenance business that included surface ships, submarines and commercial ship repair. Prior to joining Northrop Grumman in 1997 as Director of International Programs, Mr. Edenzon was Vice President of Business Development for Textron Marine and earlier served as director of product line and contracts management at Sperry Marine. He began his career in Florida with Perry Offshore, a company that developed and built saturation diving systems, manned submersibles and remotely controlled underwater vehicles for offshore service companies, the U.S. Navy and international navies. During his 10 years with that company, Mr. Edenzon held management positions in business development, contracts and programs.

Mr. Edenzon received a bachelor's degree in Criminal Justice, magna cum laude, from Rutgers University and a master's degree in Business Administration from Florida Atlantic University.

An active member of the community, Mr. Edenzon received the 2009 Outstanding Community Leader of the Year Award for South Mississippi. He is a member of the Gulf Coast Business Council and an Advisory Board Member for the University of Mississippi's Center for Manufacturing Excellence, and he serves on the Board of Directors for Special Olympics of Mississippi. He currently serves as the Chairman of the USO Gulf Coast Advisory Council and is the past Chairman of the USO of Hampton Roads' board of directors.

MR. JOHN JOLLY
Vice President and General Manager, Cyber Systems Division, General Dynamics Advanced Information Systems

Mr. John Jolly, Vice President and General Manager of General Dynamics Advanced Information Systems’ Cyber Systems Division, is a twenty-five year veteran of the U.S. Department of Defense and the defense industry. He has an extensive background in program and organization management, strategic planning, financial planning, and technology development.

Mr. Jolly leads an organization that provides best-in-breed systems integration, development engineering and support, cyber situational awareness, digital forensics, and cyber analytics to the Department of Defense, the Intelligence Community, the Department of Homeland Security and Fortune 500 companies. Under his leadership, the Division delivers proven offensive and defensive solutions that harden systems, reduce vulnerabilities, defend against cyber attacks, and enable customer mission success.

Mr. Jolly joined General Dynamics in 2010 after five years in industry providing leadership to a large intelligence-focused business, and previously served for 20 years in the Department of Defense in a variety of program management, technology development and strategic planning roles.

Mr. Jolly is a member of the AFCEA Central Maryland Chapter Board of Directors. He is a member of the Intelligence and National Security Alliance (INSA) and its Cyber Security Council.

Mr. Jolly holds a bachelor's degree with honors in Computer and Information Science from University of Maryland Baltimore County, a master's degree in Program and Organization Management from Johns Hopkins University and a master's in Business Administration with honors from The Wharton School at The University of Pennsylvania.

An Industry Perspective on the Information Sharing Environment of 2020

MS. CHANDRA MCMAHON
Vice President and Corporate Information Security Officer, Lockheed Martin Corporation

Ms. Chandra McMahon was recently named Vice President and Chief Information Security Officer, Enterprise Business Services. In this role, she is responsible for Lockheed Martin's information security strategy, policy, security engineering, operations and cyber threat detection and response. Prior to her current role, Ms. McMahon served as the President of Lockheed Martin Properties, Inc. with responsibilities including corporate real estate, commercial leasing, economic development and facilities management. Prior to the Properties assignment, she served as Program Director for the build and launch of the Center for Leadership Excellence and has held various IT leadership positions in the heritage Integrated Systems & Solutions (IS&S) CIO organization. She currently serves as the executive sponsor of the Corporate Business Resiliency initiative and co-chairs the Lockheed Martin’s Women’s Leadership Forum.

Ms. McMahon holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Industrial Engineering and Operations Research and a master's degree in Engineering Science, and has earned the designation of PMI’s Project Management Professional (PMP).
Mr. Robert J. Giesler is the Senior Vice President for Cyber Programs, SAIC. Mr. Giesler is responsible for developing corporate-wide strategies, programs, and investments in all facets of the cyber domain.

Prior to coming to SAIC, Mr. Giesler was a member of the Senior Executive Service and served as the Director, Information Operations and Strategic Studies in the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

Mr. Giesler was born in Denver, CO in August 1954, where he completed both elementary and high school. He is a retired Army Officer, having entered the Army in 1972. His Army career included tours in the Infantry, as an Army Counter Intelligence Agent, an Intelligence Operations Officer, and a variety of military operational assignments.

Mr. Giesler's contributions to the Information Operations (IO) and Cyber Operations fields began in 1980 with development and management of unique capabilities directed against strategic targets; participation in the first Information Warfare Net Assessment panel in 1995; and continuous participation in Joint IO and cyber Campaign Plans as either a planner or capabilities provider between 1990 and 2007. He currently consults for the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Joint Staff on cyber and Information Operations issues, to include serving as the Chairman of a planning Red Team for the Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Mr. Giesler is a graduate of the University of Maryland and the Defense Intelligence College Post-graduate Intelligence Program. Among his awards are: The Legion of Merit, the Distinguished Civilian Service Medal, the Meritorious Civilian Service Medal, the Meritorious Service Medal, and the Army Commendation Medal.

Mr. Carlos Solari serves as Vice President, Cyber Technology and Services, CSC. He manages the development of a wide range of cyber solutions, technologies and services related to computer network operations. Among his responsibilities is the overarching management of the development of cyber solutions and services for CSC’s customer-facing organizations throughout the public and private sectors.

Mr. Solari has more than 30 years of experience in information technology (IT) and joined CSC from Alcatel-Lucent. While there, he held several senior management roles including Vice President for Security Strategy and Solutions, leading the company’s cybersecurity efforts, and Vice President for Quality, Security and Reliability.

Previously, Mr. Solari served as the Chief Information Officer at the Executive Office of the President. In this role he developed and implemented the strategy and enterprise architecture for major systems renovation covering all aspects of the enterprise computing serving the White House and its supporting offices. Earlier, he managed several large-scale, full life-cycle IT programs for the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Mr. Solari is the co-Author of a book on cybersecurity entitled, Security in a Web 2.0+ World (2009) and was selected as a Top 100 Federal Executive by Federal Computer Week in 2004. He holds a Bachelor’s degree in Biology from Washington and Lee University, and a Master’s degree in Systems Technologies, Joint Command, Control and Communications with an emphasis in Computer Science from the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, CA.

Colonel Bob Stephan, USAF (Ret) is Managing Director, Dutko Global Risk Management, a core enterprise of the Washington, D.C.-based strategic consulting firm, DutkoWorldwide. Prior to his current position, Colonel Stephan served the Assistant Secretary of Homeland Security for Infrastructure Protection, U.S. Department of Homeland Security from 2005 to 2008. In this capacity, he was responsible for the Department’s efforts to catalog our critical infrastructures and key resources, develop the National Infrastructure Protection Plan and coordinate risk-based strategies and protective measures to secure our infrastructures from terrorist attack, as well as enable their timely restoration in the aftermath of natural disasters and other emergencies. His specific areas of focus included the following critical sectors: Transportation (including ports and maritime facilities), Communications, Energy, Dams, Information Technology, Critical Manufacturing, Chemical, Nuclear, Water, Banking and Finance, Food and Agriculture, Commercial Facilities, Government Facilities, Emergency Services, and Monuments and Icons. His efforts also included extensive partnership building and facilitating risk analysis, contingency/resiliency planning, risk mitigation and emergency response planning across a wide array of Federal, State, and local government and private sector security partners.

With the initial activation of the Department of Homeland Security in 2003, Colonel Stephan served as Special Assistant to the Secretary and Director of the Secretary’s Headquarters Operational Integration Staff. In this capacity, he was responsible for a wide range of activities that included headquarters-level interaction in the areas of strategic and operational planning, core mission integration, domestic incident management, and training and exercises. He also directed the Interagency Incident Management Group, integrating Department and interagency capabilities in response to domestic threats and incidents.
Previously, Colonel Stephan served as the first Senior Director for Critical Infrastructure Protection in the Executive Office of the President (EOP). During his tenure with EOP, his duties included developing and coordinating interagency policy and strategic initiatives to protect the United States against terrorist attack across critical infrastructure sectors, with a specific focus on the transportation sector.

Colonel Stephan held a variety of key operational and command positions in the joint special operations community during a 24-year Air Force career. During Operation Desert Storm, he deployed to Saudi Arabia as a joint battlestaff planner and mission commander supporting Joint Special Operations Task Force strategic interdiction operations in Iraq. As a Commander of two Air Force Special Tactics Squadrons, Colonel Stephan organized, trained, and equipped forces for contingency operations in Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia, Croatia, Liberia, Colombia, and Kosovo.

Colonel Stephan is a dedicated donor (over 330 donations) of platelets, a blood component critical to clotting and essential for transplant operations, cancer treatments and other life threatening emergencies. He has an Master of Science degree in network engineering and flying CH-47 helicopters in Vietnam.

Mr. Copeland is a Special Assistant to CSC’s CEO, Michael Laphen, and represents him, in the working bodies of the President’s National Security Telecommunications Advisory Committee (NSTAC). Mr. Copeland recently chaired both the NSTAC’s Identity Issues Task Force and its Research and Development Task Force. In 2007, he led the formation of and currently serves as one of three co-chairs – two industry and one government – of the Cross Sector Cyber Security Working Group (CSCSWG), an officially recognized, joint government and industry body with over 200 designated representatives from all critical private sector and government coordinating councils. In 2005, he led the formation of and served two terms as the elected first chair of the Information Technology Sector Coordinating Council (IT SCC). He is currently its treasurer and serves on its Executive Committee. He is a Board Member and past President of the Information Technology Information Sharing and Analysis Center (IT-ISAC) which he helped found in 1999. He was a Senior Adviser to the CSIS Commission on Cyber Security for the 44th Presidency and he received a 2008 Federal Computer Week Federal 100 award. Mr. Copeland was a 2005 Senior Fellow at the Homeland Security Policy Institute of George Washington University. A senior member of the IEEE, in 1983 – 1984, he was an IEEE Congressional Science Fellow in the office of Senator John Warner. A retired U.S. Army Signal Corps officer, Mr. Copeland’s military career included project management, field communications, data network engineering and flying CH-47 helicopters in Vietnam. Mr. Copeland is a dedicated donor (over 330 donations) of platelets, a blood component critical to clotting and essential for transplant operations, cancer treatments and other life threatening emergencies. He has an Master of Science degree in electrical engineering from the University of California, Berkeley and a BS degree in electrical engineering from the University of Wisconsin, Madison.

MR. DOUGLAS OCHSENKENCHT
Mission Assurance Division Head, Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren

Mr. Douglas Ochsenknecht is the Mission Assurance Division Head for the Asymmetric Defense Systems Department at Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD). He is responsible for leading a team of over 100 Civilians providing technical analysis, integration and decision support to the DoD. Mr. Ochsenknecht has over 25 years of experience supporting the United States Department of Defense (DoD) in technical and management positions. Previously, he served as the Program Executive for the Counter-Narcoterrorism Technology Program Office (CNTPO). As the Program Executive for the CNTPO, Mr. Ochsenknecht provided technical and program management leadership to the Counter Narcoterrorism Program and supervised daily operations of the scientists, engineers, contracts and administrative staff of the CNTPO. For FY 08, CNTPO executed approximately $750M of funding with over $2B in awarded contracts. The CNTPO provides global detection, monitoring and disruption of Narcoterrorist activities in support of the DoD strategy. The CNTPO is responsible for developing and applying advanced technology, equipment, and systems to enhance the DoD and, as applicable, the law enforcement communities CNT mission capability. Mr. Ochsenknecht works closely with the Office of the Secretary of Defense, Combatant Commanders, and other government agencies to ensure requirements are met.

As the Program Manager for Anti Submarine Warfare Combat Systems (ASWCS) at NSWCDD on new construction DDG’s (U.S. and Japanese), Mr. Ochsenknecht provided program planning and directed the operations of a team of contractors and Government personnel in the design, review and certification planning for ASWCS. He supported PMS 400 as the Lead Undersea Warfare (USW) Systems Engineer. PMS 400 was responsible for building and certifying DDG/CG ships. In this role, Mr. Ochsenknecht directed requirements development, modeling and analysis and the technical evaluation of combat systems, cost, topside design, sensors and weapons selected by the industry teams for the Littoral Combat Ship.

Before joining the CNTPO, Mr. Ochsenknecht served as the Technical Director for the Littoral Combat Ship Program at NSWCDD. He provided technical and program management for a diverse team of approximately 60 scientists, engineers and analysts from all technical departments at NSWCDD. Mr. Ochsenknecht directed requirements development, modeling and analysis and the technical evaluation of combat systems, cost, topside design, sensors and weapons selected by the industry teams for the Littoral Combat Ship.

As the Program Manager for Anti Submarine Warfare Combat Systems (ASWCS) at NSWCDD on new construction DDG’s (U.S. and Japanese), Mr. Ochsenknecht provided program planning and directed the operations of a team of contractors and Government personnel in the design, review and certification planning for ASWCS. He supported PMS 400 as the Lead Undersea Warfare (USW) Systems Engineer. PMS 400 was responsible for building and certifying DDG/CG ships. In this role, Mr. Ochsenknecht directed requirements development, modeling and analysis and the technical evaluation of combat systems, cost, topside design, sensors and weapons selected by the industry teams for the Littoral Combat Ship.

As the Program Manager for Anti Submarine Warfare Combat Systems (ASWCS) at NSWCDD on new construction DDG’s (U.S. and Japanese), Mr. Ochsenknecht provided program planning and directed the operations of a team of contractors and Government personnel in the design, review and certification planning for ASWCS. He supported PMS 400 as the Lead Undersea Warfare (USW) Systems Engineer. PMS 400 was responsible for building and certifying DDG/CG ships. In this role, Mr. Ochsenknecht directed requirements development, modeling and analysis and the technical evaluation of combat systems, cost, topside design, sensors and weapons selected by the industry teams for the Littoral Combat Ship.
Department Manager for a defense contractor. He provided Program Management, Systems Engineering, HW and SW development, certification testing, drawings, technical documentation and training for ASW programs to the U.S. NAVY. Prior to this, Mr. Ochsenknecht was a test and evaluation engineer for ASW programs on DD and CG class ships. While attending college at Northeastern University (BSEE 1987), he worked as an engineering Technician on layout, construction and trouble shooting of various circuits. Mr. Ochsenknecht also was a Field Service Representative for on-site testing of nuclear control circuits on TRIDENT Submarines.

MR. BRANDON WALES
Director, Homeland Infrastructure Threat and Risk Analysis Center (HITRAC), DHS

Mr. Brandon Wales is the Director of the Homeland Infrastructure Threat and Risk Analysis Center (HITRAC) and responsible for managing the Center's $40 million budget and approximately 100 threat and risk analysts. Under his leadership, HITRAC has grown from a small intelligence-centric organization to a robust, all-hazards analytic resource for public and private sector partners covering the full-array of risks and challenges facing the infrastructure community.

Mr. Wales also oversees the Department's advanced modeling, simulation and analysis program at the National Infrastructure Simulation and Analysis Center (NISAC) where researchers from the Los Alamos and Sandia National Laboratories conduct ground-breaking and forward-leaning analysis of some of the Nation's most complex infrastructure challenges.

When the Department began working on the first Quadrennial Homeland Security Review, Mr. Wales was also asked to lead the review of the counterterrorism and cyber security mission areas.

Prior to joining the Department, Mr. Wales served as the principal National Security Advisor to United States Senator Jon Kyl and as a Senior Associate at a Washington-based foreign policy and national security think-tank.

Mr. Wales received his Bachelor’s degree from George Washington University and his Master's degree from Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies.
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MR. TOM WATSON
Director, Infrastructure Coordination and Analysis Office, DHS

Mr. Thomas F. Watson currently serves as the Director of the Infrastructure Coordination and Analysis Office (ICAO) in the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) National Protection and Programs Directorate (NPPD). The primary responsibilities of ICAO are partnerships, information sharing and knowledge fusion for the protection of Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources Sectors from terrorism and all hazards as directed by Homeland Security Presidential Directive – 7, Critical Infrastructure Identification, Prioritization, and Protection. He supervises a team of senior Sector Specialists who serve as the Critical Infrastructures and Key Resources (CIKR) Sector Coordinators for 12 CIKR Sectors – Agriculture & Food, Banking & Finance, Communications, Defense Industrial Base, Energy, Government Facilities, Health and Public Health, Information Technology, National Monuments & Icons, Postal & Shipping, Transportation Systems and Water. These sectors account for over one third of the nation’s economic production.

Prior to joining the DHS, Mr. Watson served on active duty in the U.S. Air Force for 30 years and retired in 2004 as a Colonel. Mr. Watson last assignment was on the faculty of the National Defense University’s Industrial College of the Armed Forces in Washington, D.C. During his career in the Air Force, he held a wide range of operations, support and planning positions in strategic airlift.

Mr. Watson is a graduate of the United States Air Force Academy, the United States Army War College, Naval Postgraduate School’s Homeland Security Executive Leadership Program and Department of State’s National Security Executive Leadership Seminar.

MR. WILLIAM D. STEPHENS
Deputy Program Manager, Office of the Program Manager, Information Sharing Environment

Mr. William D. Stephens, a member of the Defense Intelligence Senior Executive Service, is the Director of Counterintelligence, Defense Security Service. He assumed his current position in August 2009.

DSS Counterintelligence (CI) is responsible for providing counterintelligence support to over 13,000 defense contractor facilities employing more than a million cleared personnel. DSS CI identifies the threat posed by foreign intelligence services, their surrogates and other hostile entities and takes appropriate action to protect Department of Defense classified technologies and information resident in the cleared defense industrial base.

Prior to assuming his current position, Mr. Stephens had a distinguished military career, serving in a variety of progressively responsible leadership positions as a special agent and senior field commander with the Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI). Mr. Stephens retired from the United States Air Force in 2009 after completing his tour as the commander of all AFOSI forces in Europe. He is the recipient of numerous military decorations, including the Defense Superior Service Medal.

Mr. Stephens has extensive practical and managerial experience in CI, both in the field as a special agent and military commander, as well as at programmatic levels, having served in a number of CI-related senior positions on the Air Staff and in the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

Mr. Stephens received a Bachelor of Science degree from Auburn University and possesses three Master of Arts degrees from Central Michigan University, the Naval Post Graduate School and the National Defense University, respectively.
MR. MICHAEL HOWELL
Deputy Program Manager, Office of the Program Manager, Information Sharing Environment

On December 6, 2010, Mr. Michael Howell became the Deputy Program Manager of the Office of the Program Manager for the Information Sharing Environment (PM-ISE). The Program Manager has government-wide authority to plan, oversee the build-out and manage use of the ISE to implement the President’s terrorism-related information sharing priorities. Mr. Howell’s work focuses on assisting the Program Manager in the development of policies, procedures, guidelines, rules and standards to foster the development and proper operation of the ISE while assisting, monitoring and assessing implementation of the ISE by departments and agencies.

Prior to joining PM-ISE, Mr. Howell served as the Deputy Administrator for Electronic Government and Information Technology at the Office of Management and Budget. In that role, he was responsible for overseeing information technology (IT) policy, management and budget for the Federal Government’s $80 billion a year IT investment portfolio. He supported the 2008 Presidential transition and the implementation of management reforms and new initiatives to improve IT investment management and the efficiency and effectiveness of Federal IT, open the Government by enhancing transparency and citizen engagement and improve cybersecurity.

Mr. Howell was the Chief Information Officer (CIO) for the Department of the Interior from May, 2007 — September, 2008 providing leadership to the Department and its bureaus in all areas of information management and technology. Mr. Howell served as the Chief Information Officer for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service from 2004 – 2007. Previously, he was the Portfolio Management Division Chief in Interior’s CIO’s Office where he was responsible for overseeing management of the Department’s $900 million a year IT portfolio. He served two years as the acting CIO and Deputy CIO for the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and five years in BLM’s headquarters budget office.

Mr. Howell spent four years in BLM’s Oregon State Office as a Branch Chief, responsible for software development, Geographic Information Systems, and data and records management programs. Mr. Howell spent seven years in BLM’s Eugene District on forest inventory, land use planning and environmental analysis. He worked five years in a variety of forest management jobs in the Medford District in southwest Oregon. His career began in 1978 with the U.S. Forest Service in the Coeur d’Alene National Forest in Idaho and the Olympic National Forest in Washington. A native of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, Mr. Howell graduated in 1977 from Pennsylvania State University with a Bachelor of Science degree in Forest Science and a minor in Wildlife Management. In 2005, he completed the Chief Information Officer certification program at the National Defense University IRM College and in 2008 he obtained the Certified Information System Security Professional certificate.

MR. VINCE JARVIE
Vice President, Corporate Security, L-3 Communications Corporation

Mr. Vincent (Vince) Jarvie is the Vice President, Corporate Security for L-3 Communications Corporation. He is responsible for all aspects of the corporation’s global security strategies, processes and operations.

Prior to joining L-3 Communications in October 2005, Mr. Jarvie was the Director of Security with Lockheed Martin Corporation. He served 19 years in numerous security positions with oversight responsibility of Lockheed Martin’s Department of Defense, Special Access Program, Sensitive Compartmented Information and Commercial business environment.

In 2006, Mr. Jarvie was appointed by the Director of the Information Security Oversight Office (ISOO) as a member of the National Industrial Security Program Policy Advisory Committee (NISPPAC). The ISOO is responsible to the President of the United States for policy oversight of the Government-wide security classification system and the National Industrial Security Program; NISPPAC members represent those departments and agencies most affected by the National Industrial Security Program. Also in 2006 he was elected to the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA) Industrial Security Committee, where he currently serves as the Chairman. Mr. Jarvie is the co-Chairman of the FBI National Security Business Alliance Council. Mr. Jarvie is an original Industry member of the Defense Industrial Base Sector Coordinating Council and is the Chairman of the Information Sharing subcommittee.

Mr. Jarvie was awarded the Department of Defense Outstanding Achievement award by the Office of the Secretary of Defense in 2005 for his participation in the development and implementation of the Joint Personnel Adjudication System (JPAS) for Industry. He is also a 2005 recipient of Lockheed Martin’s prestigious NOVA award for his leadership and support of the Global Vision Network (GVNet), Lockheed Martin’s real-time classified development network for integrated concepts and solutions.

Mr. Jarvie graduated Cum Laude from the University of Maryland with a degree in Criminal Justice. He successfully completed the Carnegie Mellon Executive Leadership and Management graduate program in 2000 and The Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, Security Executive Management graduate program in 2007.
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MR. ROBERT READ
Senior Industrial Analyst, OSD AT&L MIBP

Mr. Robert Read is a senior industrial analyst/engineer within the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manufacturing and Industrial Base Policy (MIBP). Mr. Read is the lead action officer for the missiles/munitions and solid rocket motor (SRM) industrial sectors. He also has responsibility for the Defense Critical Infrastructure Program (DCIP) within MIBP. Mr. Read informs Department leaders with accurate and timely industrial information related to decisions that leverage DoD R&D, acquisition, and logistics decisions in order to promote innovation, competition, military readiness, and national security.

Mr. Read came to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), Pentagon, Washington, DC, in May 1987 as an action officer in the Weapon Support Improvement Group (WSIG) as part of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production & Logistics). He developed and assessed DoD reliability, maintainability, and logistics programs for many essential defense space and land warfare programs. He conducted independent logistics engineering and management reviews to support DoD leadership. He performed special studies and assessments that addressed acquisition, logistics, and reliability and maintainability requirements, and feasibility and effectiveness of military service maintenance concepts.

Prior to coming to OSD, Mr. Read spent a year working for the Air Force as a maintainability engineer at the Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. He helped develop a standard maintainability process for use by the NASA Space Station program, a common set of maintainability design requirements to be implemented into request for proposals, the interface of maintainability with the integrated logistics support activity and the review and submittal of comments to all NASA Headquarters documents regarding maintainability.

Mr. Read began his government career at Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, where he provided overall reliability and maintainability engineering support to assigned Air Force program offices (C-17, Air Force One, Advanced Tactical Fighter, F-16C/D, fighter aircraft engines and radar) and laboratories throughout the acquisition process.

MR. JOHN GUEST
IP Regional Director, Mid-Atlantic Region, Protective Security Advisor, DHS

Mr. John J. Guest currently serves as the Regional Director for the Protective Security Advisor Program in the Mid Atlantic Area. He manages ten Protective Security Advisors in Pennsylvania (3), Delaware (1), Maryland (1), Virginia (2), West Virginia (1) and Washington, DC (2). Mr. Guest supports homeland security efforts, serving in an advising and reach-back capacity to state Homeland Security Advisors. He contributes to the development of the national risk picture by assisting with the identification, assessment, monitoring, and minimizing of risk to critical assets at the local level. As the Regional Director, Mr. Guest facilitates, coordinates, and performs vulnerability assessments for local critical infrastructure and assets, and acts as a physical and technical security advisor to Federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies.

Mr. Guest comes to the Department of Homeland Security as an experienced Supervisory Special Agent with the U.S. Secret Service (USSS) with numerous assignments in both protective and investigative divisions. His experience during his 22 years of service included permanent assignments in Philadelphia, PA; Los Angeles, CA; Washington, DC; and Wilmington, DE.

Mr. Guest’s protective experience includes a permanent assignment to the Presidential Protective Division where he directed multiple foreign and domestic lead security advances for President Bush and his family. After serving on the Presidential detail, he joined the Technical Security Division where he conducted foreign and domestic technical security advances for both the President and Vice President. Mr. Guest’s responsibilities included identifying all hazards associated with explosives, fire, mechanical, and structural integrity, as well as all physical security concerns. Additionally, he developed and implemented security plans and determined appropriate countermeasures including the use of military Explosive Ordnance Disposal bomb technicians, canine resources, and audio countermeasures at designated locations.

Prior to his service with the USSS, Mr. Guest worked with the Philadelphia Fire Department for seven years. After five years as a firefighter in a high-rise district, he was promoted to Lieutenant and assigned as the officer in charge of a Hazardous Material Company.

Mr. Guest holds a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Political Science from Temple University. In 2001, he received a Master of Science Degree in Environmental Protection and Safety Management from Saint Joseph’s University. He graduated with honors and was recognized for excellence in service through outstanding scholarship, character and leadership. In 2002, Mr. Guest was appointed as an adjunct faculty member with the Department of Criminal Justice at West Chester University.

Mr. Guest and his wife have two daughters and one son.

MR. JERRY MIDDLETON
Vice President, Corporate Development, Elusys Therapeutics, Inc.

Mr. Jeremy Middleton joined Elusys Therapeutics in May, 2007 and manages corporate development activities, including government affairs, project management, risk management and business development. Mr. Middleton has more than 25 years of management experience in the biopharmaceutical industry at companies including Abbott Laboratories, BASF Pharma and Boots Pharmaceuticals. He holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Applied Chemistry from DeMontfort University in England.
MR. THEODORE M. DAVIDSON  
Security and Emergency Services Leader, ULA

Mr. Theodore Davidson currently supports the United Launch Alliance (ULA) as the Leader of Security and Emergency Services. Provide management & oversight for multiple locations in the United States.

Mr. Davidson began working in Aerospace Industry in 1987 as an Industrial Security Representative and has worked in various positions and levels of responsibility with McDonnell Douglas/Boeing prior to joining ULA.

Mr. Davidson became team member of ULA in January of 2007 and relocated to Denver Colorado.

Education
• Bachelor Degree – Criminal Justice – Long Beach State University – 1986
• Masters Degree – Criminal Justice – Long Beach State University – 1992
• Masters Degree – Organizational Leadership – Chapman University – 2002

MS. PAMELA KUCZEK  
Risk Manager, ULA

Ms. Pamela Kuczek is the Risk Manager and Business Continuity Leader for United Launch Alliance, LLC. She manages all aspects of insurance programs as well as leads ULA’s Business Continuity Program. Pam is an Accredited Business Continuity Planner and Certified Business Continuity Assessor (Standards: BS25999, ASIS SPC 1-2009; NFPA 1600)

Ms. Kuczek joined the ULA team in January 2007. Prior to ULA, she spent over 12 years at Aon Corporation managing complex insurance programs for clients.

MS. CHERRIE BLACK  
Bureau Chief, Critical Infrastructure Protection Bureau, New Jersey State Office of Homeland Security and Preparedness

Ms. Cherrie Black is the Bureau Chief for the Critical Infrastructure Protection Bureau in the New Jersey Office of Homeland Security and Preparedness. She has served in that capacity for the Office of Homeland Security and Preparedness and its predecessor, the Office of Counter-Terrorism, since November, 2002. Ms. Black coordinates activities relating to the identification, classification, assessment, prioritization and protection of New Jersey’s critical infrastructure. In that capacity, she works closely with the private sector, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, and state county and local government liaisons. Ms. Black served as a member of the Department of Homeland Security's State and Local Working Group for the National Infrastructure Protection Plan, the Regional Steering Committee for the Radiological Pilot Project Office, and is the State Coordinator for several State and Federal homeland security initiatives. She is the current Vice Chair of the State, Local, Tribal, Territorial, Government Coordinating Council (SLTTGCC) and is Chair of the recently formed SLTTGCC Regional Partnership Working Group. Ms. Black is the former Chair of the SLTTGCC's Chemical-terrorism Vulnerability Information (CVI) Working Group, which provides state and local Government input and recommendations to the Infrastructure Security Compliance Division on protocols and processes for sharing CVI with State and local homeland security officials, law enforcement and first responders. Ms. Black recently served as a State and local subject matter expert on the National Infrastructure Advisory Council's Report and Recommendations on Critical Infrastructure Resilience. An Assistant Attorney General since 2004, Ms. Black served as Chief of the Financial Investigations Unit in the New Jersey Division of Criminal Justice prior to assuming her homeland security responsibilities. As such, she had primary responsibility for implementing the anti-money laundering program and chairing the State Anti-Money Laundering Working Group.

MR. RICHARD FORTSON, JR.  
Physical Security, Senior Manager, Production Operations, ULA

In Mr. Richard Forston's current role, he is responsible for leading the operations of various security functions including, but not limited to: physical security, fire protection operations, executive protection, crisis management, access management administration, proprietary information protection and destruction, badging, visitor control and security investigations for the Production Operations sites. He has 22 years of Boeing/ULA security experience.

Prior to joining the company, Mr. Forston served in the United States Army in the elite 1st Cavalry Division Horse Platoon (traveling around the United States re-enacting the old Cavalry on horseback). This unit is a ceremony and recruiting tool for the United States Army. The unit participates in Presidential Inaugural parades, Tournament of Roses Parades and thousands of state local events.

Mr. Forston also served as an Officer for the Travis County Sheriff’s Department. While at the Sheriff’s Department, he was asked to design and lead the first boot camp on a county level in the nation for convicted offenders. The program was designed for first time convicted offenders who if selected could choose to complete a 180 day boot camp or serve the given sentence in state prison.

Mr. Forston received a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Management from the University of Phoenix.
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MR. RICHARD IRWIN
Vice President, Homeland Security and the Intelligence Community, MELE Associates

Mr. Richard Irwin was born on February 6, 1955 in Allentown, Pennsylvania and graduated from York College of Pennsylvania in June 1977 with a B.S. in Police Science. Upon graduation, he began his government career with the Central Intelligence Agency on September 11, 1977. Mr. Irwin’s time with the CIA has provided him with extensive operational and senior management expertise specializing in all levels of crisis management, special event planning, physical, technical and operational security, special operations, and counterterrorism, both domestically and overseas. Mr. Irwin’s service with the CIA spanned 28 years with assignments in El Salvador, Honduras, Spain, and Italy. He is fluent in Spanish, Italian, and French.

After distinguishing himself in Afghanistan following the September 11, 2001 attacks, Mr. Irwin was assigned to the White House, at the direction of the Director of Central Intelligence, to serve as the Director of Incident Management in the Office of Homeland Security from February 2001 to February 2003. In March 2003, Mr. Irwin was elevated to the position of Director of Incident Management for the Homeland Security Council at the White House, serving in this capacity through May 2004. At the request of Department of Homeland Security Secretary, Tom Ridge, Mr. Irwin was appointed Director of Incident Management for the Department of Homeland Security in June 2004. Mr. Irwin departed the Department of Homeland Security on December 31, 2004, retired from the CIA on March 31, 2005, and began as Vice President of Alutiq’s Homeland Security Division on April 1, 2005.

On January 4, 2010, Mr. Irwin embarked on a new career with MELE Associates as the Vice President of Homeland Security and the Intelligence Community.

Mr. Irwin is married to the former Karen Lynn Peterman of Palmrya, Pennsylvania. They have three children: Kelly, Matthew and Kathleen and reside in Fairfax Station, Virginia. Lastly, Mr. Irwin is the author of KH601 “And Ye Shall Know the Truth and the Truth Shall Make You Free,” My Life in the Central Intelligence Agency published by Fortis Publishing in May 2010.

MR. MIKE SMITH
Director, Global Initiatives, Infrastructure Security and Energy Restoration Division, Office of Electricity and Energy Reliability, DoE

Mr. Mike Smith came to the Infrastructure Security and Energy Restoration (ISER) Division in March 2008 to establish and lead the newly created Global Initiatives Directorate (Directorate). ISER leads a national effort to assure the reliability, survivability, and resiliency of the U.S. energy infrastructure, while also enhancing national energy security by addressing domestic and international energy infrastructure interdependencies. The intent behind this new Directorate was to engage with key energy producing countries and share lessons learned from ISER’s years of domestic security experience; helping to assure the continued flow of energy to the United States. In the critical area of Control System Cybersecurity, the Directorate is leading several domestic and international efforts to address cyber vulnerabilities in the Energy Sector.

Mr. Smith also established the Department’s Combatant Command (COCOM) Energy Advisor program, hiring and deploying a DOE Energy Advisor to each COCOM headquarters. These Energy Advisors provide comprehensive strategic energy support to the COCOM leadership, to include analysis and reporting, as well as critical reach back to DoE national laboratories. The first DoE Energy Advisor deployed to Africa Command in July 2009, followed by Central Command in June 2010, Southern Command in July 2010, European Command in September 2010, and Pacific Command in August 2011.

Prior to coming to DoE, Mr. Smith was a consultant with Booz Allen Hamilton for four years. He supported a variety of Department of Defense (DoD) clients, the last of which was the Defense Critical Infrastructure Program (DCIP) Office. Mr. Smith advised the DCIP Director on all international infrastructure sectors, primarily focusing on the Defense Industrial Base, energy, and telecommunications. He was the DCIP lead on DOD’s Global Information Grid Support to Mission Assurance Task Force and managed the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States program. Before coming to the DCIP office, Mr. Smith supported the DoD Chief Information Officer’s Information Assurance Division, providing policy and technical expertise in identifying, analyzing and mitigating the risks posed to DoD information networks by the globalization of the information technology and telecommunications supply chains.

Mr. Smith retired from the U.S. Army’s Judge Advocate General’s Corps in January 2004. During his 16 year career, he served in a variety of assignments around the world, to include: deploying with 1st Armored Division to Operations Desert Shield/Storm; Litigation and Defense Appellate Attorney in Washington DC; Fort Bragg, North Carolina, where he served two years on jump status as Chief, Operational Law, XVIII Airborne Corps; and Korea as the 2d Infantry Division Deputy Staff Judge Advocate. After Korea, Mr. Smith returned to Washington DC as the Army Operations Center Legal Advisor in the Pentagon, where he was working on the morning of September 11, 2001.

Mr. Smith was born in Burbank, California, and grew up in San Diego. He graduated from the University of Oklahoma with a BA (1983) and a JD (1987) and Georgetown University Law Center, where he earned a Masters of Law in International and Comparative Law (1999).

He and his wife, Susan, live in Fairfax, Virginia. They have two grown daughters and a son in college. Mr. Smith and Susan are avid golfers.

DR. THOMAS BOGDAN
Director of the Space Weather Prediction Center, NOAA, DoC

Dr. Thomas Bogdan has been the Director of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Space Weather Prediction Center, located in Boulder, Colorado, since May of 2006. In this capacity, he serves as the principal...
representative for civil space weather operations in the United States and is the national liaison to the World Meteorological Organization for space weather matters. He is also a co-Chair of the multi-agency National Space Weather Program.

The Space Weather Prediction Center is the official source for our Nation's space weather prediction, forecast and warning services. It operates 24/7 with a yearly budget of $9 million and is one of only four Department of Homeland Security-designated National Critical Systems in the National Weather Service. Approximately 50 civil servants and a dozen contractors work to provide space weather guidance that is critical for (i) the aerospace industry, (ii) our homeland security and national defense, (iii) Global Navigation Satellite Services, (iv) commercial aviation and (v) the integrity of the power grid.

A Fellow of the American Meteorological Society, Dr. Bogdan was previously a senior scientist and an administrator with the National Science Foundation (NSF) sponsored National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), from 1983 – 2006. There, he carried out fundamental research on solar magnetic activity, led the Societal Environmental Research and Education Laboratory and directed NCAR’s prestigious Advanced Studies Program. Between 2001 and 2003, Dr. Bogdan served as the Program Director for the Solar-Terrestrial Research Section of NSF’s Atmospheric Sciences Division. During this time, he was instrumental in developing the NSF’s first bridged faculty program in the space sciences that resulted in the creation of eight new tenure track faculty lines devoted to solar-terrestrial research and education at several major U.S. universities.

Dr. Bogdan earned his Doctorate in Physics at the University of Chicago in 1984 and graduated Summa Cum Laude with a B.S. in mathematics/physics from the State University of New York at Buffalo in 1979. He is the Author of over 100 papers in solar-terrestrial research, was the recipient of the Gregor Wentzel and Valentine Telegdi Prizes from the University of Chicago. He spent the summer of 1989 as a Visiting Gauss Professor at the Universität Sternwarte in Göttingen.
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